Visit to the Sanctuary – 11th March, 2011
Robyn Howard
As I arrived in the car-park, the bird sound was as loud as I have ever heard there. The
predominant calls were those of the figbirds and Brown Honeyeaters which were throughout
the whole area where I walked. Of course, many birds are not calling so much now that
breeding season has passed. I was warned that the mosquitoes were thick, but with jeans
and liberal repellent on exposed skin, they were really of little bother, and they were not
apparent out in the mangroves.
Since I have been unable to make regular visits to the sanctuary, I notice how it changes from
time to time. One of the most exciting differences at the moment is the pegs and flags
marking where future work is to be done on the new access for wheelchairs, etc. After years
of planning, the hope is closer to fruition. There has been so much rain and high summer
tides so that the water table is raised and the ground has not been drying, but silt has gone
from the boardwalk and signs. Slime is quite prevalent in several areas. One of the trees I
always look for on the loop track (a Stilt-rooted Mangrove) was difficult to find. Other
mangroves seem to have suddenly shot up in front of it – though mangroves don’t grow so
fast. The wet season has seemingly upset the flowering of a few mangroves, with some
Grey, River, and Orange Mangroves in bloom. Mangrove Ferns are looking quite healthy and
are towards the end of a prolific sporing. Cicada numbers have decreased as their peak time
is from November to February, but there were still some Black Prince, Floury Baker, and
Psaltoda claripennis. Numerous Black Jezebel butterflies fluttered about. It was fairly cloudy
(which is not good for crab viewing) so there were mostly juveniles in evidence, but plenty of
Orange-clawed Fiddlers (no other fiddlers at all), Maroon Mangrove Crabs, Semaphores,
Furry-clawed Crabs, and Broad-fronted Mangrove Crabs. I still found no Mud-skippers.
Besides the Brown Honeyeaters, there were plenty of birds out in the mangrove areas. I
often see a Striated Heron, but this time, it did not see me first. In fact, it happened with two
different birds (one of which was not in the usual spot). I was walking quietly looking for
evidence of the Water Rat, but noticed some other muddy footprints I could not identify, so I
tried to follow them as they zigzagged between the trees. I caught up with the culprit and
watched him stalk for a while before he noticed me, whereupon he flew off with quite some
squawking! The same thing happened not far away on the opposite side of the boardwalk
with a second Striated Heron! They are fascinating to observe. I was also able to enjoy
Brown Thornbills, Mistletoebirds, Grey Shrike-thrushes, Grey Fantails, Mangrove Gerygones,
but saw only one Rufous Fantail at the entrance. A whipbird called only once, though there
must have been more in undergrowth. While I was at the far crab hide, a group of ten Noisy
Friarbirds flew over, followed by two more. The Whistling Kite was patrolling the river.
I could not find footprints of the Water Rat, but it has been using the far crab hide as a
feeding platform, so it is lovely to know at least one animal is resident.
As I examined the forest floor amongst the casuarinas, I wondered why I don’t see the
runways of the Swamp Rat there any more. As I stood contemplating, a Swamp Rat emerged
along a fallen Mangrove Fern frond, sniffing back and forth, but suddenly realized he had
company, and leapt under the frond and disappeared. They are mostly nocturnal, but the
cloudy weather probably accounts for our little encounter. There was much evidence of
bandicoot throughout the forest where not too much water was on the surface, but there were
also diggings out towards the river where I had not seen them before.
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